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Disclaimer: The content of this document has been composed with the utmost care. However, it is possible that certain information changes over time, becomes inaccurate or
incomplete. ERIKS does not guarantee that the information provided on this document is up to date, accurate and complete; the information provided is not intended to be advice.
ERIKS shall never be liable for damage resulting from the use of the information provided.
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RX Safety shoe RX Securo S3
Composite toe cap to 200 J. Anti-perforation midsole made from MS3 textile; very flexible, gives a much better
walking comfort, isolates against the cold and/or heat and protects a larger area of the foot. Scuff pad allows
more ‘give’ at the point where the foot flexes. Ideal for jobs where kneeling is required. Quality uppers
stabilises and supports the foot. TPU heel support. Reflective accents for high visibility. Shock-absorbing
comfort sole for better walking comfort. PU/rubber sole material; oil and petrol resistant. HRO resistant to 300 °
C contact heat. SRC sliip resistance. Ladder grip prevents slipping on ladders. Extra Wide Fit (10).

Characteristics
Series: SECURO S3
Norm: EN 20345 S3 HRO SRC
Safety class: S3
Mid-sole protection: Yes

Protection class
occupational shoes OB O1 O2 O3 O4 O5

Protective toecap

Energy absorption in
heel * * * * *

Fully enclosed heel * * * * *

Antistatic properties * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole *

Water penetration
and absorption

protection
* * * *

Water resistant

Protection class
safety shoes SB S1 S1P S2 S3 S4 S5

Protective toecap * * * * * * *

Energy
absorption in heel * * * * * *

Fully enclosed
heel * * * * * *

Antistatic
properties * * * * * *

Puncture resistant
outsole * * *

Water
penetration and

absorption
protection

* * * *

Water resistant * *

Shoe size Shoe size (UK) Model Width Material toecap Heat resistant
outsole Antistatic Slip resistance Article

40 6.5 Low shoe 10 Composite 300°C Yes SRC 12342006
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